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Optimizing the Bandwidth Request Latency
Muthaiah Venkatachalam, Intel Corporation

1 Introduction
This contribution suggests a mechanism to optimize the uplink bandwidth request latency to be included in [4].

Optimizing the UL bandwidth request latency (and hence the UL response time) for 802.16 [1] is key, if 802.16
has to support some of the key applications like Push-to-talk (PTT) and even some of the elastic data
applications like TCP.

802.16 is a centrally scheduled network, which means that the bandwidth grants for the MS to access the UL has
to come from the BS.

There are several QoS classes to enable the UL access [2] – depending upon the nature of the application. On
the one extreme there is the unsolicited grant service (UGS) where the BS provides a continuous stream of
grants to the MS without the MS asking for each and every grant in particular. This works great for real time
and streaming applications, however, this will be very wasteful of bandwidth for things like bursty channel
access by the MS, as in the case of a bursty TCP connection.

Hence applications that are bursty in nature will need to use a different QoS mechanism like Best Effort (BE) or
nrtPS or rtPs. In the case of BE/nrtPS/rtPS, there are four fundamental ways to request bandwidth in the 802.16
specification:

a) use contention bandwidth request mechanism – ie the MS contends for bandwidth on the contention
channel and if the request goes through to the BS without any collisions (if there are collisions, the MS
tries again), the BS allocates an “alloc-IE” for this MS and then the MS uses the alloc-IE to request
bandwidth and the BS allocates the requested bandwidth on this alloc-IE by using a BW-REQ header.
The BW-REQ header contains the exact amount of bandwidth needed (incremental or aggregate) and the
BS responds to this header by actually allocating the amount of bandwidth needed

b) grant management subheader - if the MS has an ongoing UGS CID for a different application, the MS
can set a “poll ME” bit in the Grant management subheader of the UGS connection, and when the BS
receives this PM bit, it will understand that the MS needs more bandwidth for the current or new
application and subsequently allocates some extra bandwidth for the MS to send its BW-REQ header.
The rest of the steps are as in step a). If the MS doesn’t have an UGS connection, it can request the
amount of bandwidth needed via a piggy back request for that particular CID.

c) Steal bandwidth from other ongoing QoS connections like UGS/rtPS/exrtPS to issue a bandwidth
request PDU.

d) Utilize the polling grants by the BS to request bandwidth via BW-REQ-PDU. (only for nrtPS/nrtPs QoS)

Option a): Simulation studies (See figure-1) have shown that option a) can have a lot of latency for bandwidth
request, since it is dependent on the contention request getting through without collisions; or under heavy load -
several retries for the request to get through; and even after the request getting through, 2 more cycles of
messaging for the MS to actually get the bandwidth. From figure-1, it can be seen that under high load
conditions, the average number of retries (given by 1/P(success)) can be of the order of 100s of times or more.
The resulting latency can be very detrimental to end to end TCP performance and associated round trip times.
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Figure-1: Fraction of Successful Contenders as a Function of Load Parameterized by Maximum Number
of Detectable CDMACodes in 802.16e OFDMA

Option b) is much better in the latency sense, since contention is eliminated, and there is only 1 cycle of
messaging for the MS to get the bandwidth. However, for option b) to work, either the MS needs to have an
active UGS connection ongoing, or the MS can request bandwidth only for the CID on which it is transmitting
the MAC PDU.

Option c) has the same issue as option b).

Option d) works only for nrtPS and does not work for BE. Even for nrtPs, the option d) is effective only when
the MS is polled frequent enough so that it can get its bandwidth quickly when needed. On the other hand, by
frequent polling for bursty traffic, the BS may “waste” a lot of bandwidth for polling, especially when the MS
does not request bandwidth on these polling grants.

Hence, a better bandwidth request mechanism may be useful, for the MS to reduce the UL access latency in the
802.16 specification for bursty traffic running on BE or nrtPS or rtPs QoS.

The contribution:
The goal of the contribution is for us to provide a more efficient means to request bandwidth, for all the MSes
(ie even those MSes that don’t have an active UGS or connection ongoing) and for all types of traffic and QoS
classes.

In order to achieve this, the proposal is to include the “Poll ME” bit as part of the Generic MAC header –
(GMH), instead of just the grant management sub header of the UGS connection as it stands today. The poll ME
bit can be included without an increase in the size of the GMH, by utilizing an existing reserved bit in the
header. The newly proposed generic MAC header looks like in fig 1.

Field Size (bits)
HT 1
EC 1
Type 6
ESF 1
CI 1
EKS 2
PM (was reserved) 1
LEN 11
CID 16
HCS 8
TOTAL 48
Figure-2: New proposed 802.16 Generic MAC header to reduce the UL latency.

Also the processing at the MS and BS for this is simple enough that no significant processing cycles are needed
to do this in both MS and BS.

With this new feature, one usage model will could be as follows: AMS can request to be polled for incremental
bandwidth for any of its CIDs by setting the PM bit on ANYMAC PDU that it transmits on any of its CIDs.
Consider a scenario, where the MS has two CIDs - CID1 and CID2, which happens to be BE type, and all its
data sessions are transmitted on these CIDs. CID1 has ongoing data session(s) (eg: HTTP connection or a File
transfer etc). CID2 is trying to start up a data session. For the initiation of a new data session on CID2, the MS
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can get quick access to the channel using our proposal, by setting the PM bit in the GMH of a MAC PDU that is
transmitted by active data session(s) on CID1. It cannot use the Grant management subheader and associated
bandwidth request piggybacking in this case.

Post initial access, for regular data transfer, the MS can get the required bandwidth for any CID1/CID2 in a
more optimal/quicker fashion, by using the poll me bit in the GMH of the MAC PDUs being transmitted on any
of its CIDs. If there is a temporary lapse in transmission on CID1, due to the bursty nature of traffic, the MS can
quickly request bandwidth on CID1 at a later point by setting the GMH Poll ME bit on PDUs being transmitted
on CID2 at that point in time.

2 Proposed Text Changes

Section 6.3.2.1 –
Include Poll-ME (PM) bit in table 4 based on Figure-2 of this contribution

Section 6.3.2.1.1 –
Include PM bit in Figure 19 based on Figure-2 of this contribution
Include the following description of the PM bit in table 5.

Name Length (bits) Description
PM 1 Poll ME bit. Can be set by

the MS when transmitting
an ULMAC PDU on its
UL grant.

Section 6.3.5.2 –
Table 112: Add “polling using the PM bit in GMH” under the polling column for all the QoS classes

Add a new section 6.3.6.7 with the following text:
Another method of requesting UL bandwidth is to use the Poll ME bit in the GMH. Any MS transmitting

any MAC PDU on the UL on any service class and on any CID can use this bit. When the BS receives this PDU
with the PM bit set, it knows that the MS requires more bandwidth. The BS may then use this information to
schedule some grant for the MS to request bandwidth, in a future frame. The MS may utilize this grant by
sending a BW-REQ PDU to the BS, indicating the exact amount of bandwidth needed.
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